
Video Baby Monitor Review 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 at 10:17AM Natali  

Baby Mo catches some zzzzz's.  

My favorite things about the Lorex Live Sense video baby monitor is its crystal clear video feed and ability 

to talk back into the baby's room. Or at least, those were my favorite things until I got stark naked in front 

of the camera with my in-laws watching. Here is my embarrassing video monitor revue story. Get it? 

Revue!?  

This super cool baby monitor was sent to me to review from a friendly press rep. This thing is awesome! It 

has a clear 2.4" LCD display that collects video from a high resolution camera for a crystal clear picture of 

my little one while he sleeps. 

It also has a talk-back feature that lets me speak into the monitor and send my voice into the microphone 

on the camera that sits near Baby Mo. This feature is nice when he is getting a little rowdy during nap 

time. I can speak into the monitor from downstairs and say, "Pumpkin lay down and go night-night. 

Mommy is here. It's nap time." This confused him at first but now he takes it as a sign that he's not alone 

and he lays right down to sleep.  

The monitor also has other super cool features such as the ability to record your video footage to an SD 

card and watch your video feed over Skype through your home Wi-Fi system. It is one of the best monitors 

I've tested and I've tested many that I've found clunky and behind the times.  
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At $199, it isn't cheap, but it is worth it if you ask me.  

Now about my naked faux pas... Two weeks ago, we were vacationing with my husband's family in Ocean 

City, Maryland. When Baby Mo went down to sleep, my husband asked me if I'd like to go have a drink with 

him for a rare date night while his parents stayed with the baby. I happily agreed.  

I turned on my heels to go change my clothes while my husband and his mother stood near the kitchen 

counter chatting. Unfortunately for me, the kitchen counter was where the Lorex monitor was sitting. I 

walked into the room we were sharing with the baby and started to get undressed. I bent over right in 

front of the camera and pulled down my pants. Full moon. In high res. With a lace thong on.  

As I naively continued to undress, I heard my husband's voice in the camera's microphone.  

"Nice," he said.  

I turned to look at the camera in utter disbelief.  

"Oh come on, don't be shy," he continued.  

I wanted to murder him. I quickly dressed out of sight of the camera and then peaked my head out of the 

room where he and his mom were doubled over with laughter. So while I really love the chat back feature 

on this Lorex video monitor, in this case, I did not love it so much.  
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